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Luminescence of boron difluoride ditoluoylmethanate.

Formation of J-aggregatess
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The processes of the formation of J-aggregates during the dissolution 2,2-difluoro-4,6-di(4′-methylphenyl)-1,3,2-
dioxaborine crystals (1) and their subsequent dissociation have been studied by absorption and luminescence

spectroscopy and quantum-chemical modeling. It is shown that two luminescent centers are observed in the

solution 1: monomeric luminescence and luminescence of J-aggregates (dual luminescence). Evolution of

absorption, excitation and luminescence spectra is observed over time, indicating a slow dissociation of J-aggregates.
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Introduction

Boron difluoride β-diketonates — are highly lumines-

cent, highly polar compounds capable of self-organization:

excimer formation [1,2], gel formation [3,4], formation of

photostable excimers jcite5 and exciplexes [6] in polymer

matrices. The self-organization ability determines the prop-

erties such as mechanochromism, thermochromism [7,8],
size-dependent luminescence [9]. In this connection,

aggregates formation by molecules of boron difluoride β-

diketonates in solutions and polymer matrices and formation

of new luminescent centers based on them are of interest.

As a rule [10,11], absorption bands of aggregates are

not observed, but the luminescence excitation spectrum

contains an intense long-wavelength band corresponding

to excitation of loosely bound aggregates, similar to those

described by Weber [12]. Earlier [13] we managed to find

a compound , 2,2-difluoro-4-methylnaphtho-[2,1-e]- 1,3,2-

dioxaborine, for which J-aggregates are registered in the

absorption spectra. This is due to the fact that the

molecule is rigid (consists of two condensed aromatic

rings and a quasi-aromatic chelate ring) and does not

have bulky groups (or substituents). In this report, we

present one more rare example (for boron difluoride β-

diketonates) that makes it possible to observe J-aggregates

formation in solution: 2,2-difluoro-4,6-di(4′-methylphenyl)-
1,3,2-dioxaborine (1) (diagram).
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Experimental part

Solutions were prepared using EKOS-1 chloroform

without preliminary purification. 2,2-Difluoro-4,6-di(4′-
methylphenyl)-1,3,2-dioxaborine was obtained and purified

according to the procedure given in [14].
Absorption spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-

2550 spectrometer. Luminescence excitation and lumi-

nescence spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu-RF5301

spectrofluorimeter in 10× 10ṁm cells. When studying

the luminescence spectrum dependence on the exciting

light wavelength and the luminescence excitation spectra

on the wavelength of concentrated solutions luminescence

recording, to eliminate the effect of the internal filter, the

spectra were recorded with the 10× 1mm cell in the front

position.

Model quantum-chemical calculations of a single

molecule and dimers of boron difluoride ditoluylmethanate

were carried out using the Gamess [15] software package

by the BHF SCF (bounded Hartree−Fock self-consistent

field) method in the basis 6-311G(p,d) with addition of

the B3LIP density functionality in experimental geometry.

The molecule geometry is fully optimized. The solvent

effect was taken into account using a polarizable continuum

model (PCM).

Results and discussion

To record absorption spectra 1, a chloroform solution was

prepared with concentration of C = 5 · 10−6 mol · L−1; the

solution was prepared by serial dilution from the solution

with C = 1 · 10−3 mol · L−1. The optical density of the

solution is 0.018, which, seemingly, makes it possible to

consider the solution as dilute and ignore intermolecular

interactions. In the absorption spectrum, similarly to
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Figure 1. (a) Normalized absorption spectra of 1 solution in chloroform: 1 — C = 1 · 10−6 mol · L−1, 2 — C = 5 · 10−6 mol · L−1;

3 — luminescence spectrum of a solution with C = 1 · 10−6 mol · L−1 . (b) Solution spectra 1 in chloroform with C = 5 · 10−6 mol · L−1 :

excitation: 1 — λreg = 440 nm, 2 — λreg = 470 nm; luminescence: 3 — λex = 380 nm, 4 — λex = 417 nm.
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Figure 2. Absorption spectra of a 1 solution in chloroform: ex-

perimental C = 5 · 10−6 mol · L−1 (1), calculated for experimental

geometry (asterisks), calculated for optimized geometry (circles).

the boron difluoride dibenzoylmethanate spectrum [10],
an intense band with a pronounced vibrational structure

(377, 393 nm, Fig. 1, a) is observed. In addition, the

spectrum contains an arm of 412 nm, which is not typical

for boron difluoride β-diketonates [11,16] and is absent

in the theoretical spectrum (Fig. 1, 2). As the solution

concentration decreases to 10−6 mol · L−1, the 412 nm

band disappears, which allows us to attribute it to absorption

of intermolecular aggregates (J- aggregates).
In the monomeric luminescence spectrum 1

(10−6 mol · L−1), as well as in the absorption spectrum, a

vibrational structure is observed (Fig. 1, a), the excitation

spectrum corresponds to the absorption spectrum. As

the solution concentration increases to 5 · 10−6 mol · L−1,

422 nm band appears in the luminescence excitation

spectrum, corresponding to the absorption band of 412

nm. In this case, dual luminescence appears: when

the detection wavelength changes from 440 to 470 nm,

the aggregates excitation band increases significantly in

the excitation spectrum (Fig. 1, b). The luminescence

spectrum recorded at λex = 415 nm (aggregate absorption

wavelength) is bathochromically shifted relative to the

spectrum recorded at λex = 380 nm (monomer excitation

wavelength) (Fig. 1, b). Thus, two luminescent centers

are observed in solutions 1: monomeric luminescence

(λex = 380 nm, λlum = 407 and 430 nm) and J-aggregate

luminescence (λex = 420 nm, λlum = 450 nm).

The presence of two luminescence centers in solutions 1

(monomeric and J-aggregates luminescence) is confirmed

by the different nature of the concentration dependence of

the luminescence intensity on the exciting light wavelength

(Fig. 3, 4). The dependence of the concentration quenching

efficiency on the exciting light wavelength is described

in [17] and explained by formation of intermolecular
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Figure 3. Dependence of the integrated intensity of the

freshly prepared solution luminescence 1 on the luminophore

concentration at different wavelengths of the exciting light: 1 —
λex = 380 nm; 2 — λex = 430 nm.
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Figure 4. Luminescence spectra of solutions 1 in chloroform:

(a) — λex = 380 nm; (b) — λex = 430 nm.

aggregates excited by a wavelength other than the maximum

of the absorption spectrum of single molecules.

When solutions 1 are stored in chloroform for two days,

pale yellow solutions discoloration and a hypsochromic

shift of the luminescence spectra is observed (Fig. 5).
Change in the spectral characteristics is not associated

with the chemical decomposition of luminophore: the data

of TLC (thin layer chromatography) comparison and IR

spectroscopy of substances in freshly prepared solution and

in solution standing for two days solutions are identical.

In the absorption spectrum of the discolored solution,

the J-aggregates absorption band disappears (Fig. 5, a),
and a hypsochromic shift of the absorption spectrum

maximum occurs. The luminescence and luminescence

excitation spectra also shift to the blue region and for

solutions with concentration of 5 · 10−6 and 10−5 mol · L−1

coincide with the monomeric luminescence spectra of the

solution with C = 10−6 mol · L−1 (Fig. 1, a and 5, b). The
observed evolution of the spectra indicates dissociation of

J-aggregates in dilute solutions 1 over time.

Slow dissociation 1 is due to the features of its crystal

structure. The crystal structure 1 was determined in

Total energies (Etot) of monomer and dimers 1 calculated by the

PCM method and energies of dimers formation (1Eform)

Etot, at.units 1Eform, at.units

Monomer −1031.45725

Dimer
”
head−head“ −2062.9142 −0.0003

Dimer
”
head−tail“ −2062.9174 −0.0030

the article [14]. The CIF file has been deposited with

the CCDC with number 23428. Despite the presence

of identical substituents (methyl groups) in both phenyl

rings in the para-position, the 1 molecule in the crystal

is asymmetric [13]. As a rule, a slight distortion of the

molecule occurs due to the achievement of the closest

packing in the crystal [18]. Molecules 1 in a crystal

are organized into skewed stacks (Fig. 6, a) [13]. The

following short contacts are identified in the 1 structure:

between the hydrogen atoms of the methyl groups and

the aromatic rings of neighboring molecules (Fig. 6, a);
between the hydrogen atoms of the phenyl rings and the

fluorine atoms of the neighboring molecule (Fig. 6, b). In

a stack, this corresponds to π-stacking and C−H . . . π-

stacking interactions. The stacks are interconnected by a

weak C−H. . .F hydrogen bond, which is characteristic of

boron difluoride β-diketonates and plays an important role

in their molecules self-organization [19]. Molecule rows

linked by C−H. . .F bonds form layers (Fig. 6, b).

The luminescent properties of crystals 1 (λex=485 nm,

λlum = 520 nm) are due to formation of J-aggregates in the

structure of the crystal and excimers based on them [14].
In turn, J-aggregates consist of dimers, which are excimer

traps (Fig. 6, a).

Usually, the energy required to separate a molecule

from the crystal and the solvation energy of the separated

molecule are taken into account during crystal dissolution.

For 1, interactions in the stack (dimer
”
head−head“) and in

the layer (dimer
”
head−tail“) were estimated using quan-

tum chemical simulation (Fig. 7). Total energy for dimers

was calculated by the PCM method for the experimental

geometry. The dimer
”
head−tail“ (table) is more favorable

due to ormation of the C−H. . .F hydrogen bond (Fig. 6b).
The destruction energy of the dimer

”
head−head“ is an

order of magnitude lower than that of the dimer
”
head−tail“

(Table). Correspondingly, when a crystal is dissolved,

stack structures are first destroyed and supramolecular

band structures are formed, in which 1 molecules are

connected by C−H. . .F-bonds. It is the band structure of 1

aggregates in solution that explains the absence of excimer

luminescence, in contrast to (520 nm) [13] crystals.

For the 1 molecule, according to the calculation data, the

optimal structure is a structure with a symmetry plane along

the boron atom line — central carbon atom of the chelate

cycle. The value of the total energy of the 1 molecule
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Figure 5. (a) Absorption spectra of the solution 1 in chloroform C = 5 · 10−6 mol · L−1: 1 — freshly prepared, 2 — two days

after preparation; (b) excitation spectra of the solution 1 in chloroform with C = 5 · 10−6 mol · L−1 two days after preparation: 1 —
λreg = 430 nm, 2 — λreg = 470 nm; 3 — luminescence spectrum, λex = 380 nm.

a b

Figure 6. Intermolecular interactions in a crystal 1: (a) skewed stacks, short contacts between molecules are shown, corresponding to

C−H . . . π-stacking interaction, (b) a fragment of a molecule layer, showing hydrogen bonds C−H. . .F.

a b

Figure 7. Structure of dimers in a crystal 1: (a)
”
head−head“, (b)

”
head−tail“.

with the experimental geometry is higher than that with the

optimal geometry by 0.03 at.units

Conclusions

The J-aggregates formation processes during dissolution

of 1 crystals and their subsequent dissociation by absorp-

tion and luminescence spectroscopy and quantum-chemical

modeling have been studied.

The results of the study showed that the process of disso-

lution 1 consists of three stages: 1) separation of fragments

of at least 3−5 molecules from a crystal (the minimum

amount for J-aggregates formation) and their solvation; 2)

splitting of J-aggregates into individual solvated molecules;

3) molecule transition to a state corresponding to minimum

of energy. The first stage (actual dissolution of a crystal)

lasts for few minutes. For the second stage, several hours

are already required, due to which it is possible to observe

J-aggregates in the absorption spectrum of dilute solutions.
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